Hearing
Loss
June is Awareness Month
Many people develop hearing problems as they grow older. Today, there are many ways
to improve your hearing. The best way to handle the problem is to find professional help
as soon as you notice you are having trouble hearing.

How Do I Know If I Have Hearing Loss?
· Have trouble hearing over the telephone
· Find it hard to follow conversations when two or more people are talking
· Often ask people to repeat what they are saying
· Need to turn up the TV volume so loud that others complain
· Have a problem hearing because of background noise
· Think that others seem to mumble
· Can’t understand when women and children speak to you

Types of Common Hearing Loss
Presbycusis (prez-bee-KYOO-sis) is a common type of hearing loss that comes on
slowly as a person gets older. It seems to run in families and affects hearing in both ears.
Tinnitus (tin-NY-tus or TIN-u-tus) causes a ringing, roaring, or hissing noise in your ear.
Tinnitus can go hand-in-hand with many types of hearing loss. It can also be a sign of
other health problems, such as high blood pressure or allergies. Often it is unclear what
causes tinnitus, which may come and go, disappear quickly, or be permanent.

Other Types of Hearing Loss
Loud noise is one of the most common causes of hearing loss. Protect yourself by turning
down the volume of your TV, music or headphones.
Ear wax or fluid buildup can block sounds that are carried from the eardrum to the inner
ear. The eardrum can be damaged by infection, pressure, or putting objects in the ear,
including cotton-tipped swabs.
Viruses and bacteria, a heart condition, stroke, brain injury, or a tumor may affect your
hearing. If you have hearing problems caused by a new medication, check with your
doctor to see if another medicine can be used.
Sudden deafness is a medical emergency that may be curable if treated in time. See
a doctor right away.

Talk to Your Doctor
Your family doctor may be able to diagnose and treat your hearing problem. Or, your
doctor may refer you to other experts. For example, an ENT (ear, nose and throat)
doctor; an Audiologist for specialized hearing treatment; and/or a Hearing Aid Specialist
for tests, counseling and hearing aid fittings.
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Getting a Hearing Test
Hearing tests are painless and non-invasive. Most occur in a quiet, sound-treated room
(booth) or enclosure designed to keep out any other noises which might affect your
hearing exam scores. Your test may include:
Pure-tone Audiometry which includes listening to tones at different pitches and
volumes. It occurs in a sound-treated room. Your hearing care professional will
communicate with you and provide instructions through your headphones.
Speech Audiometry is another component of most hearing tests, and it uses recorded
or live speech instead of pure tones, in a quiet setting. The speech portion of the exam
evaluates the softest speech sounds (threshold) you can hear and understand.
Speech in noise and words in noise tests. Most people complain about how they hear
in noisy environments—not quiet soundproofed rooms! So, during these tests you will
listen to a speaker say words and statements while a soundtrack plays increasingly
noisy sounds.

Tympanometry is a test of your acoustic reflexes. For these tests, a soft plug that
creates pressure changes and generates sounds will be placed in the ear. This will
determine how well your eardrum is moving and will measure the reflexive responses of
the middle ear muscles.

What Can I Do if I Have Hearing Loss?
· Let people know you have a hearing problem - it's nothing to be embarrassed about!
· Ask people to face you and to speak more slowly and clearly.
· Pay attention to what is being said and to facial expressions or gestures.
· Let the person talking know if you do not understand what he or she said.
· Ask the person speaking to rework a sentence and try again.

How Can I Help Those with Hearing Loss?
Here are some tips you can use when talking with someone who has a hearing
problem:
· Find a quiet place to talk to help reduce background noise.
· Face the person and speak clearly.
· Speak a little more loudly than normal, but don’t shout.
· Do not hide your mouth, eat, or chew gum while speaking.
· Be patient. Stay positive and relaxed.

For more information: http://www.nia.nih.gov/health/publication/hearing-loss
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